
Student Club 

The University understands the importance of Co-curricular and extra-curricular activities. 

So, in order to promote them, the University has various technical and non-technical 

groups functional at the department and the university levels. The students are encouraged 

to participate in some literary activities beyond their course curriculum through media 

such as:  

 The University brings out a magazine named DARPAN annually and newsletter bi-

annually in which the students not only can express themselves by way of publishing 

their fictions, poems, or essays, but also join the editorial team.  

 The University has a dedicated wall named Furore where students hang their 

paintings and literary materials and the contents are changed monthly by the 

students. The 11th September is celebrated as birthday of Furore every year.  

At student level there are various cultural and technical clubs as follows: 

Sr. 

No. 

Club Name Activity/Task/Acheivements 

1 Ananya  Special Mention in Youth parliament 

 Best Delegate in MUN 

 Special mention in Human Rights Council 

 1st prze in JAM 

 1st prize in Turncoat 

 1st prize in mic poetry 

 Best Delegate Award 

 High Commendation Award 

2 Natraj  Solo Dance 

 Foot Loose 

 Razzmatazz 

 Folk Dance 

 Western dance 

3 Srijan  Brush off Brush 

 Cartoonista 

 Sketching 

 Paint a spot 



 Poster Making 

4 Vividha  Nukkad Natika 

 Mono Act 

5 Mechnext  Engineers Day Quiz 

 Foundation Day 

 Organized inauguration ceremony of “Danfoss: 

Centre of Excellence”. Projects by members were 

also exhibited at the event. 

 A tour to Autokriti 7.0 was organized. 

 Workshop on robotics and RC planes was 

organized. 

 A team including club members secured 9th rank all 

over India in e- yantra robotics competition 

organized by IIT Bombay. 

 A team exclusively of club members secured 1st 

position in rob soccer event in Manav Rachna 

University, Faridabad 

 

6 Microbird  Bhuvnesh, Sheetal, Sakshi and Dildeep participated 

in EYRC+ competition of IIT Bombay and were 

amongst the finalists. 

 Three teams - Devika, Drishti, Priyanka, Yogesh 

and Sushant, Kshitiz, Mayank, Harshit and 

Dikshant, Moksh, Kushank, Karan participated in 

E-Yantra – a project based competition of IIT 

Bombay and qualified as one of the top 10 teams 

from all over India 

 Bhuvnesh and Kartikay participated in iPDC 

conducted by IIT Kanpur and won the Second 

Runners-up title. 

 Two teams - Mayank, Nishant, Rahul, Shubham 

and Richa Gulati, Preeti, Pooja, Manisha bagged 

the first and second positions respectively among 



all the teams participating in the Delhi zone and 

thus qualified for the finals held at IIT Guwahati. 

 Richa, Himani, Mayank, Tejpreet and Aishwarya 

participated in the Raspberry Pi competition of IIT 

Madraas and won the first runners up title of the 

north zone. 

 Sushant, Kshitiz, Mayank and Harshit participated 

in IARC (International Autonomous Robotics 

Challenge) of IIT Kanpur and had attained 1st 

position in North Zone. 

 

7 Manan  Winner at Angel Hacks 2015, Delhi, rewarded with 

Mozilla phone. 

 Qualified for ACM ICPC regional, Kolkata. 

Secured rank 42 amongst various colleges all over 

India. 

 Winner at Code for India 2015, won cash prize of 

Rs.10000. 

 Successfully launched The Assignment Portal 

(theasp.tk) used for online submission and 

evaluation of assignments. 

 Launched Rift: Multilanguage IDE Independent 

Compiler & Debugger for windows OS. 

 

8 Tarannum  Solo Singing 

 Battle of Bands 

 Instrument solo 

 Eastern Solo 

 Weis 

9 Samarpan  Participation in C Olympiad conducted by 

Metazoan on 27th February 2k15 which was 

attended by more than 150 people. 

 Organized a seminar on 'Career in VLSI design' 



which had a participation of above 100. 

 Ethical Hacking Workshop on 6th November 2k15 

was enjoyed and praised by everyone who attended 

it. It also had a participation of above 80. 

 And "Electronics for you” seminar by EFY to make 

the new engineers of 2k15 batch aware about the 

latest trending technologies. 

 Meanwhile we had a grand achievement in the form 

of an industrial visit-first time in the history of 

YMCAUST. All the club members visited 

NORISYS. It was a great learning experience. 

 The students of the club also went for an 

International competition to IIT BOMBAY. We 

made our position in the top 20 teams. 

10 Vivekanand Manch  Bhagat Singh Jayanti 

 Nutan chhatrabhinandan 

 Gender Championship 

 Hindu Nav Varsh 

 Yuva Sammelan-inter college debate competition, 

essay writing competition, quiz competition 

 Declamation competition on “Geeta Jayanti” 

 Raahgiri 

 Deshbhakti kishaam 

 “Atulya Bharat” play 

 Youth convention function  

 Tree Plantation 

 

 

 


